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ABSTRACT
In recent years, portable devices and larger display are the trend of market, so
transparent conducting oxides (TCO) draw a considerable interest due to their
unique characteristics and essential role in the technology of flat panel display.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) is one of the most widely used TCO in the application of
display technology. In this work, properties of ITO thin film as a function of
dopant ratio and density of sputtering targets had been done. It is found that the
mechanism of oxygen vaccines is more dominated in electrical conduction than
dopant concentration. Meanwhile, the conductivity of ITO thin film depends on
the sputtering condition than the target itself. Annealing process is one of the ways
to enhance the optical properties of ITO thin film. This process can change the
crystal structure of film from amorphous to crystalline but limited by the presence
of the oxygen.
Apart from the transitional single layer of ITO thin film, a modified structure
had been done by inserting a thin layer of metal (Al/Ag) into ITO which provides
a highway for carrier transparent. A modified structure with Ag is successfully
demonstrated and well agrees with the theory. OLED application was also done by
using sandwich structure. The key of sandwich structure is the metal layer,
non-reactive and highly conducting material should be selected. Upper and
bottom TCO layers are purpose-built for application without affect the properties
of structure. This structure also shows more robust on the flexible substrate than
single layer ITO.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO TCO
1.1

Background of Transparent Conducting Oxides
Transparent conducting oxide (TCO) films can be traced back to 1907, when

K. Badeker first fabricated Cadmium Oxide (CdO) films by thermal oxidation of
sputtered Cadmium [1]. After that, there has been tremendous interest in TCO
films due to their unique properties. Combining high optical transmittance in
visible light range, high infrared reflectance, and good electrical conducting, the
potential of TCO was firstly noted. Over the past decades, several new materials
and manufacturing techniques have been developed to satisfy the technological
requirements. Table 1.1.1 lists out the condensed historical development in TCO.

Table 1.1.1 Historical development in TCO references [2]
1

Due to the unique properties of TCO, it becomes an essential part of the modern
technology, such as solar cell, low-e window etc.

1.2

Applications of TCO
TCO films occupy an important position in optoelectronics and architectural

applications. The architectural use of TCO is for heat mirror and energy-efficient
windows. Fluorine-doped tin oxide which is deposited by pyrolytic process is the
more often used in this application. Nowadays, some automotive also use glass
with optical reflective coating as windows. Figure 1.2.1 and Figure 1.2.2
illustrates the energy-efficient windows and optical reflective coating respectively.

Figure 1.2.1 Energy-efficient windows [3]

Figure 1.2.2 Optical reflective coating [3]

2

In optoelectronics, TCO are found in wide areas such as flat panel displays
(FPD), organic light emitting devices (OLED) and photovoltaics (PV). For FPD,
TCO is used as a transparent electrode and the resistivity of TCO lower than 10-4
Ωcm are required. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most often used material for FPD
application. Moreover, ITO has additional function in FPD application, for
instance, as an antistatic electromagnetic interference shield or an electric heater
[4]. Figures 1.2.3 illustrates the basic configuration and operating principle of a
Thin Film Transistor Liquid Crystal Display (TFT-LCD) pixel which is used in
most FPD devices. Figures 1.2.4 to 1.2.7 show some of the latest FPD’s devices.

Figure 1.2.3 Operating principle of a TFT-LCD pixel [5]

3

Figure 1.2.4 Galaxy Nexus cell phone

Figure 1.2.5 Samsung Galaxy Tab 7.7

[6]

[6]

Figure 1.2.6 Samsung LED TV 8000 [6]

Figure 1.2.7 Sony PlayStationVita [7]

Figure 1.2.8 Toshiba Qosmio X770 [8]

4

Presently, the demands of those products are growing rapidly, especially for
portable devices such as tablet, laptop, and smart phone. Figure 1.2.9, sourced
from DisplaySearch February 2009, shows the FPDs forecast of 2006-2015. The
demand of market keeps increasing quickly as OLED displays start to expand this
segment of the market. The number of FPDs produced increases, and hence the
amount of TCO coatings produced. Not only the demands are growing, but the
size of TCO coating also is increasing because device with large area display
become a market trend in recent years.

Figure 1.2.9 FPD forecast 2006-2015 [9]

In PV, a TCO layer is used both as a transparent electrode or an n-type layer
in the case of a p-n heterojunction system. In addition, TCO layer also serves as
an antireflection coating. Figure 1.2.10 and Figure 1.2.11 show organic
photovoltaic (OPV) and PV respectively. The device structure of OPV is
displayed as Figure 1.2.12.

5

Figure 1.2.10 Flexible OPV [10]

Figure 1.2.11 PV [11]

In OLED, TCO is as transparent electrode of anode and holes injection layer.
Figure 1.2.13 and Figure 1.2.14 demonstrate the sample and device structure of
OLED respectively.

Figure 1.2.12 Device structure of OPV [12]

6

Figure 1.2.13 OLED [13]

Figure 1.2.14 Device Structure of OLED
[13]

For OPV and OLED, no TCO is most suitable for all uses. Depending on
which material property is most importance for the application, different choices
of TCO are made. There are several aspects to consider the best choice of TCO for
the application, for example, chemical durability, thermal stability, toxicity and
etchability. Also, work function of TCO needs to match up with the work
function/energy level of the material used in the device. Table 1.2.1 summarizes
some of important criteria that may influence the choice of TCO.

Table 1.2.1 Choice of Transparent Conductors [14]
7

1.3

Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) Thin Films
ITO was firstly reported in 1954 by G. Rupprecht [15]. Among the class of

TCO film, ITO is mostly favored due to its combination of technologically
important properties such as low electrical resistivity, high visible light range
transmittance, high infrared reflectance, excellent substrate adherence, hardness
and chemical inertness [16-21].
ITO is an n-type, highly degenerate, wide band gap semiconductor that owes
its relatively low electrical resistivity to its high free carrier density. The free
carrier density of ITO can be increased to about 1 x 1021 cm-3 by heavy doping Tin
(Sn) to 10%. Free carriers are formed in the material by two different kinds of
electron donor sites substitutional four-valent Sn ions and oxygen vacancies
[23-25]. The lowest resistivity of ITO has been reported as 4.4 x 10-5 Ωcm by
thermal evaporation at temperature of 300oC [26-27]. The commercial produced
ITO films have resistivity about 2 x 10-4 Ωcm.

Figure 1.3.1 Crystal structure of In2O3 (bixbyite) [2]

8

The crystal structure of In2O3 is cubic bixbyite as shown in Figure 1.3.1. In
the figure, black, shaded and white spheres represent Wyckoff positions of 8b
indium, 24d indium and 48e oxygen atoms in a conventional unit cell respectively
[90]. For Sn-doped In2O3, one of the indium atoms at 8b or 24d site is replaced by
an Sn atom, so crystal structure of ITO remain cubic bixbyite structure.
The recent trend of higher quality FPD devices has led to new display
technologies with a much thinner electrode and lower film resistivity. Besides, the
new demands require lower substrate temperature during deposition because of
the flexible displays. These new devices need to deposit ITO on polymer which
cannot survive vacuum processing temperatures over 100oC. Furthermore, the
cost of produce ITO is expensive due to the cost of raw materials generally
increases in this order:
Cd < Zn < Ti < Sn < Ag < In

Figure 1.3.2 Indium price in recent two years [28]

Figure 1.3.2, sourced from MetalPrice.com, shows the indium price in recent
two years. Obviously, the price of indium increased rapidly and seems to continue
with the trend. Those demands are the motivations of improving ITO and the
conventional deposition methods.
9

1.4

Research Focus
Due the limitation supply of indium and the demand of better performances

TCO, many research works have been focus on developing a new type TCO or
structure, but the physics behind TCO is still not well understood. In this thesis,
there are two parts; first part would focus on the relation between doping ratio of
sputtering target and properties of ITO thin film as well as the effect of post
annealing treatment on ITO thin film. Second part would introduce a structure for
TCO which is suitable for flexible substrate has better performances in electrical
and stress/strain resistant. Finally, OLED demonstration would be done by using
this structure.

10

CHAPTER 2 THEORY
In this chapter, the theories of several aspects related to this work are
introduced. The properties of TCO, including electrical and optical, would be
presented in detail. A brief introduction of sputtering deposition is given to
describe the working mechanism of sputtering and different sputtering system, for
example: magnetron sputtering, DC sputtering and RF sputtering. Afterward
measurement techniques in this research are selectively introduced. Finally,
working principle and characterization of organic light-emitting device are
presented as well.

2.1

Electrical Properties of TCO

2.1.1

Classical Theory of Charge Transport

This section would focus on a classical description of conductivity in
condensed phases which could be applied to design and understanding of TCO
materials. A simplify version of devise would be presented here and the details
could be found in a review paper which was written by G.J. Exarhos [29].
Consider a metal segment with length L, the current (I) and the voltage drop
(V) could be described by Ohm's Law:

where R is the resistance of metal segment and relate to L, cross-sectional area (A)
and resistivity (ρ).

For an uniform electric field (E) across L, V=EL, so

By using I=neeAυd and υd=(eE/me)τ, where ne is number of electrons per unit
11

volume (Ne/VVol), υd is drift velocity, e is the magnitude of the electron charge, me
is mass of electron and τ is the average time between collisions, equation 2.3
could be rewritten as

From Ohm's law, the current density is defined by Je=σeE, where Je is the
number of carriers passing through a unit area per second, and σe is the
conductivity. Physically,

is the current density per unit electric field, so in

terms of the carrier concentration (number of electrons per unit volume),

(This result is obtained by counting the number of carriers; electrons with Fermi
velocity

(ℏkF/me), that will pass through a unit area per unit time, and divided

by the field E.) The conductivity,

where

, is 1/ρ and now becomes:

is called the carrier mobility (cm2V-1s-1).

The mobility is given by:

Equation 2.7 was derived for free electron, but in crystalline lattice, electron
is subjected to other force due to quantum mechanics which alter the mass of
electron. As a result, the collision time, , can affect the value of m. The equation
2.6 could be modified by generalizing the electron mass to account for those
forces.

where

is the effective mass of the electron.

Equation 2.6 showed that the conductivity is related to the number of charge
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carriers and their mobility. These are taken as the important parameters for
characterizing charge transport in conducting materials.

2.1.2

Conduction Mechanism

A review paper which is written by Tahar et al. has a comprehensive study on
electrical properties of ITO thin film, including conduction mechanism [30]. This
section would provide a synopsis of it.
By equation 2.6, electrical conductivity (ρ) depends on the concentration (N)
and mobility (μ) of charge carrier. Therefore, higher conductivity expected to have
larger carrier concentration and mobility. The electrical properties of oxide films
rely critically on the oxidation state of the metal component (stoichiometry of the
oxide) and the amount of the impurity (dopant) in the film. For perfectly
stoichiometric oxides, they are either insulators or ionic conductors, and ionic
conductors are less important for TCO due to the high activation energy [31].
Indium oxide (In2O3) has the cubic bixbyite which O2- ions occupy
three-fourths of the tetrahedral interstices of a face-centered-cubic In3+ ion array
[32]. Without dopant, the electrical conductivity of indium oxide mainly depends
on the oxidation state of indium, so the amount of the oxygen vacancies (VO) is
ruling the conductivity by contribute the electron. In2O3 should have a filled O22p due to the characteristic of oxygen 2p [33]. The In 3d core lies below the
valence-band edge Ev, and the conduction band is the metal-5s state with an edge
Ec which is about 3.5eV above Ev [34,35]. The next higher band is the metal-5p
state. As deposited indium oxide usually lacks stoichiometry giving rise to
oxygen-array vacancies VO. When the amount of VO is high, an impurity band
which is created by VO forms and overlaps at the bottom of the conduction band
producing a degenerate semiconductor. VO acts as doubly ionized donors and
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donates a maximum two electrons for electrical conductivity, which could be
expressed by

The chemical composition of indium oxide could be represented by In2O3-X.
Except for contributing extra electron, VO also allow for the mobility of O2- ions.
As a result, In2O3-X is a mixed conductor by having electronic and O2- ion
conduction [33]; however, the latter is trivial comparing to electronic conduction.
Beside the oxygen vacancies, electron can be generated by doping with
elements of valence electron equal to or larger than four. There are several reports
on using Sn, Ge, Cu, Te, S, Zn, Pb, Er and F as dopant (see [30] and references
therein), but the most effective one is tin (Sn) among those elements. Sn atom
with four valence electrons (Sn4+) substitutes In atom with three valence electrons
(In3+) in the crystal lattice, which result in generating an extra electron to the
conduction band. Thus, the overall charge neutrality is preserved. The chemical
composition of Sn doped indium oxide could be represented by In2-XSnXO3-X. The
effective dopant should be the same or less than the host ion in ionic radius. The
theoretical maximum carrier density by Sn is 3.0 1020 CSn (at. %), where CSn is
the concentration of Sn. In reality, the generation of free carriers by Sn doping is
restricted and does not increase as anticipated [36]. The self-limiting mechanism
is discussed in next section.

2.1.3

Carrier Concentration

After knowing the conductivity of TCO could be enhanced through dopant
by increasing the effective number of free carriers, but it is self-limiting. Since the
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atoms of dopant occupy random sites in the host lattice, the mobility (μ) would be
impaired while increasing carriers (N). The relation between mobility and carriers
concentration is governed by,

, which is deduced by Johnson and Lark-Horovitz for a complete degeneracy [36].

At high doping concentration, assuming every soluble Sn atom contributes one
electron, the carrier concentration of ITO films is lower than expectation which
indicated that some of the Sn atoms stay electrically inactive. There are several
models to explain why the dopant becomes sluggish [23,37-39].
Another explanation for the unexpected carrier concentration is that high
impurity level leads to the distortion of the crystal lattice; as a result, dopant is no
longer effective either in generating Sn4+ ions on substitutional sites or in
generating oxygen vacancies [40].

2.1.4

Carrier Mobility

The mobility of ITO films is strongly depended on the disorder of the
structure of indium oxide and the alteration of the network by the tin dopant
[41-43]; as a result, scattering effect on the free carrier would happen. There are
several types of scattering, such as grain boundaries, lattice vibration and neutral
and ionized impurity [44].
Grain boundaries scattering becomes the subordinate factors for most of the
situations when the mean free path of the electrons is less than the crystallite size
[45]. However, when crystallite size is small enough, it would be an important
role in decreasing mobility. The mobility due to grain boundaries scattering can be
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expressed by [46]

where VB is the potential barrier between each type grain boundary, A is a
constant.
For lattice vibration scattering, it become significant influence on mobility
when the temperature increase, which the mobility is represented by [47]

where

is elasticity constant modules,

is the divergence of strain, N is the

concentration of matrix atoms. So the mobility due to lattice vibration scattering is
inversely proportional to temperature.
TCO usually contains a lot of defects including oxygen vacancies and
impurities which are served as scattering center and interact with electron and
photon. For degenerate semiconductors with high carrier concentration, neutral
and ionized impurity scattering cannot be ignored. Moreover, it is independent to
temperature and regarded as an intrinsic mobility. The mobility due to neutral and
ionized impurity scattering can be obtained by [48]

respectively, where

n is the carrier concentration, Z is the charge of the ionized centers,

is the

permittivity of free space, m* is the effective mass of the free electrons,

is the

low frequency relative permittivity, NN and NI are the density of neutral and
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ionized scattering centers . The reciprocal sum of the mobility can be expressed as

2.2

Optical Properties of TCO

2.2.1

Origins of the dielectric constant

This section focuses on the dielectric constant which is derived from the
harmonic oscillator model and Drude theory. Similar to section 2.1.1, a simplify
version of derivation would be presented here and the detail version can be found
in a review paper and book which are written by G.J. Exarhos [29] and D.S.
Ginley respectively [2].
From Drude theory, the free carrier will oscillate in response to the electric
field of the electromagnetic field, including light. Then, a simple harmonic
oscillator model can be used to represent this interaction. The carriers are
displaced an average distance (x) from the equilibrium position leading to induced
polarization (P).

where

is the free carrier density and e is the charge. The polarization electric

field is P/ɛ, where ɛ is the dielectric constant of the medium. The equation of the
motion of free carrier is

The solution of equation (2.19) is

where the plasma frequency (

) is expressed by
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By equation 2.6, the plasma frequency can be rewritten as

The plasma frequency is related to the conductivity. Due to the collisions
between free carriers and resident defects or lattice, the motion of carrier is
obstructed; as a result, a damping term should be added into the equation of
motion.

where v is the velocity, m is the mass,

is the time between collisions, and

is

the frequency of the applied field. The solution for the velocity is

The conductivity (σ) is described as the current density per unit electric field,
it is rewritten as [49]:

From Maxwell's equations, the propagation of wave through a solid depends
upon the dielectric constant, so the complex refractive index <n> is

where

is the lattice contribution to the dielectric constant of the material,

is the dielectric constant of free space, n is real part of refractive index, and

is

the extinction coefficient. The conductivity equation can be expressed in term of
the complex dielectric constant.
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2.2.2

Bandgap

TCOs are generally transparent in the visible and near-infrared region while
they are being reflective and absorptive at thermal infrared radiation and
ultraviolet range respectively. The typical spectral dependence of semiconducting
transparent material was shown as Figure 2.2.1. Due to the wide bandgap of TCOs
(Eg ≥ 3.0eV), they are transparent in the visible and near-infrared regions. At
longer wavelength, reflection is due to free electron or plasma resonance
absorption, and at the shorter wavelength, absorption is due to fundamental
bandgap (Eg) transition. The fundamental absorption edge is normally at the
ultraviolet, but it shifts to shorter wavelengths with increasing carrier
concentration and is known as Burstein-Moss Shift [50,51].

Figure 2.2.1 Spectral dependence of semiconducting transparent material [52]

For most of TCOs, dopants were added and introduced the defect energy
levels which can either donate electrons to the conduction band (n-type) or accept
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electrons from the valence band (p-type). Then, induced energy levels lie
proximate to the conduction band minimum or valence band maximum for n-type
or p-type respectively. For ITO, Sn serves as a dopant and introduces defect
energy levels near bottom of the conduction band thereby promoting free
electrons into conduction band which result in enhancing conductivity. Meanwhile,
the bandgap energy increase due to the filling of the states near the bottom of the
conduction band. The absorption edge results in blue shift and the shift is given by
free-electron Fermi gas [17,50].

where

where

is the reduced effective mass and given as

and

are the effective mass of the carriers in the conduction band

and valence band respectively.
From equation 2.31, the optical bandgap is related to the carrier
concentration, so enhancing conductivity of TCO by increasing carrier
concentration would influence the optical properties of TCO. Conductivity and
optical transmittance are intimately correlated.

2.2.3

Film Morphology

Apart from the absorption due to free carriers, there are two other factors
affecting the transmission in visible light region. The first one is the reflection
losses which include specular and scattered components. This phenomenon is
mainly due to surface roughness and can enlarge by increased thickness. The
second is that transmittance is varied due to the interference which depends on
thickness of the film [16].
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2.3

Sputtering Deposition
Sputtering is a thin film deposition technique which is useful for materials

with high thermodynamic equilibrium state. The working principle of sputtering is
using energetic ions to eject atoms from a solid target material through
bombardment. Detail processes of sputtering are explained briefly with Figure
2.3.1 to Figure 2.3.6.
Firstly, neutral gas feeds into the chamber, when free electrons are
accelerated away from the negatively charged electrode (cathode) (Figure 2.3.1).
The accelerated electrons encounter the outer shell electrons of neutral gas atoms
in their path and knock the electrons off the gas atoms. This leaves the gas atoms
electrically unbalanced and converts the atoms to positively charged ions (Figure
2.3.2).

Gas atom

Photon

Gas ion
Target atom

Direction of atom movement

Electron
Table 2.3.1 Graphical symbols in Figure 2.3.1 to Figure 2.3.7

Figure 2.3.1 Sputtering process (a)

Figure 2.3.2 Sputtering process (b)
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Then, the positively charged ions are accelerated toward the negatively
charged electrode under the electric field and strike the surface of target material
(Figure 2.3.3). The incident ions set off collision cascades in the target. When
such cascades recoil and reach the target surface with energy above the surface
binding energy, a target atom and more free electrons can be ejected (Figure 2.3.4).
The additional free electrons feed the formation of ions and the continuation of
the plasma.

Figure 2.3.3 Sputtering process (c)

Figure 2.3.4 Sputtering process (d)

Finally, free electrons find their way back into the outer electron shells of the
ions thereby changing them back into neutral gas atoms (Figure 2.3.5). From the
law of conservation of energy, when the electrons return to a ground state, the
resultant neutral gas atom gas gained energy and must release that same energy in
the form of a photon (Figure 2.3.6). The release of the photons is the reason why
the plasma appears to be glowing.
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Figure 2.3.5 Sputtering process (e)

2.3.1

Figure 2.3.6 Sputtering process (f)

Magnetron Sputtering Deposition

Magnetron sputtering is an improved version of sputtering for high
deposition rate. The deposition rate of conventional sputtering is slow due to the
coincidental process of collision between neutral gas atom and electron. Moreover,
the electron bombardment of the substrate is extensive and can cause overheating
and structural damage of thin film.
The development of magnetron sputtering deals with both issues
simultaneously. Using embedded magnets behind the cathode to trap the free
electrons in a magnetic field directly above the target surface, those electrons are
not free to bombard the substrate (Figure 2.3.7). Electrons were trapped in the
magnetic field because of Hall Effect [53]. Meanwhile, this can enhance their
probability of ionizing a neutral gas molecule by several orders of magnitude. As
a result, available ions significantly increase and speed up the rate which target
material is eroded and deposited onto the substrate.
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Figure 2.3.7 Magnetron Sputtering

2.3.2

DC Power Supply

Figure 2.3.8 shows in schematically the essential arrangements for DC
sputtering deposition. The sputtering target is the cathode of the discharge; the
anode is the substrate. The plasma is created and sustained by the DC via
mechanisms that pertain to the abnormal glow regime – secondary electron
emission at the cathode and impact ionization of the neutral gas atoms [53]. DC
sputtering can only deal with conducting material as a sputtering target.
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Figure 2.3.8 DC sputtering deposition system [53]

2.3.3

RF Power Supply

The development of RF sputtering is for insulator target because the
sputtering glow discharge cannot be sustained in DC sputtering due to the
immediate build-up of positive surface charge on the front side of the target (10-7
second) [54,55]. A typical RF sputtering system is depicted in Figure 2.3.9.
Compare to DC sputtering, RF sputtering has an impedance matching network
which is a resonant circuit and to ensure efficient power transmission from the RF
unit to the target [55]. RF sputtering offers several advantages over DC: for
instance, lower voltages and sputtering gas pressure may be used, higher
deposition rates obtained.
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Figure 2.3.9 RF sputtering deposition system [55]

2.3.4

Sputter Yield
The sputter yield S, the removal rate of surface atoms due to ion

bombardment, is defined as [54]
(2.33)
where Ne is the mean number of atoms ejected from the surface of the target and
Ni is the number of incident ions. The sputter yield is influenced by five factors
which are mass of incident particles, mass of target atoms, incident angles of
particles, energy of the incident particles and surface binding energy of target
atoms.

2.4

Measurement Techniques
Film properties refer to the film’s interactions with its environment [56].

Properties are governed by structure and composition, so analysis of those aspects
can give an idea for modifying deposition parameters to improve properties.
Principle of measurement techniques in electrical properties are selectively used
in this section. Moreover, technique for determine film structure is presented as
well.
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2.4.1

Electrical Properties

For thin films, sheet resistivity, given in ohms per square, is used for
evaluating the electrical performance of thin film. Figure 2.4.1 show the geometry
defining the sheet resistivity of a film with thickness h. The equation of sheet
resistivity is as below [56]:

where h is the film thickness and A is the cross-sectional area of the conduction
path, bh (Fig. 2.11).

Figure 2.4.1 Geometry defining the sheet resistivity of a film [56]

2.4.1.1

Four-Point Probe Measurement

Figure 2.4.2 illustrates the configuration of four-point probe system. By
measuring the voltage drop across a distance s of film, the voltage (V) and the
known current supply (I) can be used to calculate the sheet resistivity from
equation 2.35 [57].
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where R is the resistance.
The voltage is measured with a different pair of probes than the pair used for
current flow in order to eliminate the potential difference between the wires.
Therefore, measurement is more precise. For good accuracy, the contact diameter
should be much smaller than s and the distance from the edge of the probe array to
the edge of the film should be much larger than s [56]. Thus, four-point probe
usually uses point contacts. Also, there are several correction factors should be
inputted to acquire a precise value of resistivity, like geometry, thickness.

Figure 2.4.2 Configuration of Four-Point Probe [61]
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2.4.1.2

Hall Effect Measurement

Hall Effect is one of the most common measurement for characterizing
transport properties of material, such as carrier mobility(μ), carrier concentration
(n) and the conductivity type (N or P). The Hall Effect is the result of a transverse
voltage difference (VH), which is produced by the deflection of the charge carrier
due to induced Lorentz force, when magnetic field and current pass through a
sample and perpendicular to each other. Also, the positive or negative sign of the
VH reflect the direction of induced Lorentz force and sign of the carrier types.
Figure 2.4.3 showed the schematic diagram of Hall Effect.

Figure 2.4.3 Schematic diagram of Hall Effect [2]

Carrier concentration (n) and mobility (μ) can be extracted by equations
below [2].
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where B is the magnetic field strength, I is the current, t is the thickness of the
sample, and

2.4.2

is the resistivity of sample.

Film Structure

All solid matters can be described as either in amorphous or crystalline state.
Amorphous state is when atoms are arranged with short order i.e. no long range
order therefore appears in a random way similar to the disorder of liquid.
Crystalline state is when atoms are arranged in a regular pattern, and it is the
smallest volume element that by repetition in three dimensions describes the
crystal. Optical property of thin film is related to film structure. In fact many
publications agree that grain boundary scattering is an important factor [58,59].
Thus, investigating structure is so important to determine the film properties.

2.4.2.1

X-ray Diffraction

Crystal structure of a film can be determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
which is useful for identifying unknown materials, determining orientation of
crystals and crystallinity of film. Results are acquired in the form of peak intensity
vs. 2θ. Every crystalline material gives a unique diffraction pattern; the same
material always gives the same pattern; and in a mixture of two or more
substances each produces its pattern independently of the others [60]. Therefore,
unknown material can be identified. Orientation of crystals can be obtained from
the 2θ value of the peak and intensity of peak indicates the crystallinity of film.
The working mechanism of XRD is based on the scattering of X-ray by
atoms [62]. The phenomenon can be considered as the crystal lattice of the
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samples act as three-dimensional diffraction gratings for X-ray wavelengths or
reflection from planes through points in the crystal lattice [63]. In almost all
directions destructive interference occur because the combining waves are out of
phase. However atoms in a crystal are arranged in a regular pattern, constructive
interference occurs when the conditions satisfy Bragg's diffraction law. Since the
waves are in phase and there are well defined X-ray beams leaving the sample in
these directions. Bragg’s diffraction law is [64]:

where d is the interplaner spacing, θ is the diffraction angle, n is an integer and λ
is the incident wavelength. Figure 2.4.4 show the Bragg’s diffraction. The path’s
difference of two rays is 2d sinθ, so for constructive interference the path must be
an integral number of wavelengths.

Figure 2.4.4 Bragg’s diffraction

Furthermore, the particle size can be calculated by Scherrer formula [65],

where B is diameter of the particle, ∆(2θ) is width at half maxima (FWHM) of the
peak.
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2.5

Organic Light-emitting Device
In recent years, organic light-emitting device (OLED) draws a considerable

attention to flat panel industry due to its unique characteristics and potential, such
as low operating voltage, high contrast ratio, high brightness, self-luminous, wide
viewing angle, fast response, and flexibility. OLED has been considered as the
candidate for next generation of display and solid-state lighting. ITO is one of the
essential components in OLED which will influence the performance of OLED
greatly. In this section, basic of OLED are presented briefly. The characterization
of OLED as well as microcavity effect in OLED are mentioned concisely.

2.5.1

Basic of OLED

Organic electroluminescence (EL) was discovered in 1960s [66,67], which is
obtained a light emission from non-crystalline organic materials by electrically
driven. However, the applied voltage is high and luminance is low, it did not draw
much attention. In 1987, Tang and VanSlyke from Eastman Kodak reported a
double layer OLED based on small molecules by thermal vacuum deposition,
which acquired high luminance with low operating voltage [68,69]. In 1990,
Friend et. al., from Cambridge first reported polymer light-emitting devices base
on conjugated polymer poly(p-phenylene vinylene) [70,71]. After that, there are
growing interest on OLED, and remarkable progress has been done to improve all
aspects of the device performances.
For the configuration of OLED, multilayer of organic materials are
sandwiched by two electrodes, which are different in functionality. In general,
there consist an anode, a hole transporting layer (HTL), an emissive layer (EML),
an electron transporting layer (ETL), and a cathode. HTL is used to inject and
transport hole, similarly, ETL is used to inject and transport electron. EML is the
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location for exciton formation and relaxation. Hole blocking layer (HBL) and
electron blocking layer (EBL) can be added to sandwich the EML for confining
the carriers at EML and enhancing the efficiency. TCO usually act as anode or
cathode in OLED application for carrier injection and light out-coupling.
OLED can configure as two kinds of structure which are bottom-emitting
and top-emitting (Figure 2.5.1). For bottom-emitting device, light is giving off
from transparent anode and substrate; while for top-emitting device, light is giving
off from transparent cathode.

Figure 2.5.1 Device structure of OLED;
Bottom-emitting (Left); Top-emitting (Right) [72]

Figure 2.5.2 Work principle of OLED
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The working principle of OLED is depicted as Figure 2.5.2. When a voltage
is applied to the cathode and anode, electrons and holes are injected form cathode
and anode respectively. Holes and electrons move toward to the opposite electrode,
and form electron-hole pair (exciton) at EML. Light is giving off through
transparent electrode when the excitons decay radiatively.

2.5.2

Characterization of OLED

The performances of OLED are usually characterized by driving voltage,
current efficiency, power efficiency, quantum efficiency, emissive spectrum, color
fidelity and lifetime. In this section, some of the parameters which related to the
research work are selectively introduced.

2.5.2.1

Current density-voltage Characteristics

Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics show the current per unit area in
response to the applied voltage of the OLED. It is directly related to the overall
resistance and carriers injection of the device. Increasing bias voltage mean that
more carriers were injected, the slope of the J-V curve indicate the efficiency of
injection. Also, if the resistance of the electrode is large, larger threshold voltage
and tardy increase of J-V slope can be observed particular at high current density.

2.5.2.2

Yield

Yield is the measure of luminous intensity per ampere (cd/A) and the plot of
it against current density can imply the balance of hole and electron carriers. If the
charges are balance, a horizontal line should be obtained. Generally, mobility of
most of hole materials is faster than mobility of electron materials by one or two
order of magnitude. The imbalance of charge carriers results in shifting of the
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recombination zone of excitons which will affect the luminous intensity and
emission peak wavelength due to microcavity.

2.5.2.3

Quantum Efficiency

Quantum efficiency η(q) is defined as the ratio of the number of emitted light
quanta per unit area per unit time to the number of carriers flowing across unit
area per unit time, which is affected by the formation of excitons, relaxation, and
extraction from device [73]. Figure 2.5.3 illustrated the EL process.

Figure 2.5.3 Schematic diagram of EL process [73]

Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) can be expressed as

where

is the number of excitons formed per unit volume per unit time divided

by the carriers flowing across unit area,
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is the luminance efficiency of the

excitons, and

is the ratio of radiative transition from the singlet excitons.

is depended on the minority carriers which is limiting the number of
excitons formation. There are two kinds of excitons: singlets and triplets, but only
singlet excitons undergo radiative relaxation and generate light. The probability of
creating one singlet exciton is 25% during every electrical excitation, and
reflected that probability.

is directly related to the success of the radiative

decay of the excitons since some excitons may release energy as thermal
deactivation.
External quantum efficiency (EQE) summarizes all the loss of the system and
can be represented as

where

is the fraction of the light emitted at the surface relative to the light

produced in the bulk.

is determined by the structure of device and the

refractive indices of the composed layers due to light-trapping in the system.
As TCO usually act as light coupling in OLED, the interaction between light
and TCO cannot be ignored. A proper design of OLED structure which matches
up the optical properties of TCO can enhance the performance of OLED greatly
by using microcavity effect.

2.5.3

Optical Coupling of OLED

In the OLED, a large portion of light trap inside the system due to the
mismatch of the refractive indices of different layers. For typical OLED, a ray
diagram which demonstrate the optical loss by light trapping in the different
layers is shown as Figure 2.5.4. There is only 18.9% of light can escape to air
while 34.2% and 46.9% of light are trapped inside substrate and organic/ITO
layers respectively [75]. The trapped light will become edge emission or
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dissipation.

Figure 2.5.4 Ray diagrams of OLED demonstrating loss by light trapping in the
different layers. (Ray I: light escape to air; Ray II: Substrate; Ray III: organic/anode
layers) [74]

2.5.3.1

Microcavity

Microcavity has been used as enhancing light out-coupling of OLED and
studied by several groups [76-80]. By tuning the cavity resonance to wavelengths
near the peak (non-cavity) EL wavelength, the emission of light can be spatially
and spectrally redistributed and increase the amount of light out-coupling from
device [81].
An optical cavity in OLED composes of two reflectors (cathode and anode)
which are separated by the organic layers and forms a Fabry-Pèrot resonator
(Figure 2.5.5). The resonance condition of the system is satisfied when the
dimension of the spacer layer is in order of the wavelength of the emitting dipoles
[82]. As a result, only the resonance wavelength can be given off from the device.
For ideal reflectors, the resonance condition along the axis of cavity is governed
by [83,84]
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where L is the cavity length between two reflectors, m is the cavity mode number,
is the resonance wavelength,
thickness of the ith layer, and

and

are the refractive index and

is the internal observation angle with respect

to the cavity axis which the external observation angle

can be calculated via

Snell’s law.

Figure 2.5.5 Schematic diagram of Fabry-Pèrot resonator

In reality, the phase changes due to the penetration of light into reflectors
should counter and the cavity length can be rewritten as [83-85]

where

and

are the phase shift of two reflectors.

Apart from the cavity length of the device, the emission of light is also
greatly influenced by the position of the emitter within two reflectors due to the
cavity standing wave effect. Figure 2.5.6 shows the cavity standing wave patterns
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for different modes and three different situations for the emitting dipoles in an
ideal cavity. The emission intensity can be enhanced or suppressed by placing the
emissive dipoles at antinode or node respectively.

Figure 2.5.6 a) Cavity standing wave patterns for different modes. b) Three
different situations for the emitting dipoles in an ideal cavity with mirror spacing d
= l: the emissive thin film is fully extended between the reflectors (left) and exactly
placed at the antinode (middle) or node (right) of the standing wave. [83]
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this chapter, the materials, procedures and the equipments of depositing
ITO sample are presented in detail. Then, analytical instruments for samples
characterization will be described briefly.

3.1

Deposition of ITO

3.1.1

Magnetron Sputtering System

The sputtering system MGS-500 (Multi-Gun Sputtering System) form
JunSun Tech Co., Ltd. was used to deposit ITO thin film. The system contains
three independent sputter guns and each gun has individual shutter to control the
sputtering. The confocal system design allows preparation of consecutive
deposition of three materials without breaking the chamber vacuum (Figure 3.1.1).
Two-stage pumps which are rotary mechanical pump and turbomolecular pump
are used for vacuum system and the chamber can be pumped down to ~10-7mbar.
The substrate holder above the sputter guns is connected to heater and motor so
that temperature and rotational speed can be controlled respectively during
deposition. To prevent overheating of the sputter gun and target from collision of
ions during sputtering, and water is used as a coolant. Three separate mass flow
controllers are used for monitoring amount of sputtering gases feeding into the
chamber. There are three types of sputtering gases which are 99.99% pure argon
(Ar), 10% oxygen in argon (10% O2/Ar) and 5% hydrogen in argon (5% H2/Ar).
DC or RF sputtering mode can be chosen.
ITO target with 99.999% purity is purchased from Kintec Company. The
composition of 2 inches diameter and 5mm thickness oxide ceramic target is 90
wt.% indium (III) oxide and 10 wt.% tin (IV) oxide. In this work, all the samples
were prepared by this ITO target except section 4.1 which would list the used
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targets at that section. Also, all ITO thin films were prepared by RF magnetron
sputtering.

Figure 3.1.1 Confocal sputtering system [86]

3.1.2

Substrates Preparation

In the experiment, plain glass, originated from a large piece of STN LCD
glass, was used for substrate. In order to achieve good adhesion between ITO film
and substrate, a series of cleaning procedures of substrate must do. Otherwise, the
adsorbed contaminants end up sandwiched between ITO film and substrate and
can block chemical bonding between two materials. As a result, properties of ITO
will be compromised. First, the glass substrates were wiped with acetone and
ethanol to remove inorganic and organic contaminants picked up from packing
and storage of the glass substrates. Second, using an ultrasonic bath (Bransonic
Ultrasonic Cleaner Model 1210) cleaned the glass substrates with diluted
detergent solution (TFD-4) for 30 minutes, and then washed with de-ionized water
twice to remove the rest contaminants. Finally, to eliminate moisture content
which was left on the substrates after cleaning process, the substrates were dried
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in an oven at 110oC overnight.

3.2

Post-sputtering Process

3.2.1

Annealing

In the experiment, some as-deposited ITO thin films were annealed to
investigate the different in optical and electrical performances before and after the
annealing. There were two ways to do annealing process: one used sputtering
system to perform the post-sputtering treatment, which annealed under high
vacuum state or controllable gas flow condition but had limitation of annealing
temperature (maximum 500oC). Another method used a furnace (Carbolite
CWF1300) for annealing at atmospheric pressure and the temperature range
from100oC to 1300oC.

3.3

Characterization of ITO

3.3.1

Film Thickness

The thickness of sputtered ITO thin film was determined by Veeco Dektak
150 surface profiler. The profiler measured the step height between the film edge
and the substrate. And the film edge was created by vacuum tape because of
fixing glass substrate on the substrate holder. The measured data was used for
calculating the sputtering rate of ITO target at different sputtering condition, and
furthermore it was determined the resistivity of ITO thin film.

3.3.2

Thin Film Structure

Structure property of ITO was measured by X-ray diffraction system (Bruker
AXS D8 Advance XRD system). The scanning angles measured from 10o to 80o,
with 0.02o scanning step. The scanning speed was 0.2 second per step and the
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x-ray source was non-monochromated Cu Kα.

3.3.3

Optical Property of ITO

Optical property of ITO mainly focused on transmittance performance
because of ITO thin film applications. Spectrophotometer, Hewlett-Packard
UV-VIS Spectrophotometer Model 8453, was used for measuring transmittance of
ITO film. The measurement wavelength ranged from 190nm to 1200nm with 1nm
measurement division. The commercial ITO glass spectrum was used as a
reference.

3.3.4

Electrical Property of ITO

For electrical property, two different measurements had been taken to
investigate the resistivity and carrier concentration of film.
Firstly, resistivity was used as comparison of general electrical performance
of ITO film. Sheet resistance was measured by four-point probe system which is
from KeithLink Technology Co., Ltd.. Then, the measured values together with
the thickness data were used to calculate the resistivity of the film.
Secondly, carrier concentration and mobility were measured by Hall effect
measurement which was conducted at HKUST. Samples were fabricated to a hall
bar pattern by shadow mask, which showed as Figure 3.3.1. Diagram of the Hall
measurement setup was depicted as Figure 3.3.2. By using the sliver paint and
copper tape, wires could be well contacted with the sample. Source Measure Unit
(SMU) (Agilent B2900A) was used to source the fix current across the sample
and measure the Hall voltage. Meanwhile, direction and strength of magnetic field
were controlled the current reversal switch and power supply of the electromagnet
respectively. Calibration of the magnetic field had been done by using Teslameter
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before the measurement.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.3.1 (a) Hall Bar Pattern of ITO layer (Blue color: ITO region), and (b)
Shadow mask for sample of Hall measurement

Figure 3.3.2 Illustration of the Hall measurement setup
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3.4

Fabrication of OLED
OLED devices were fabricated to determine the quality of ITO thin film

fabricated on device performance. In this section, the details of substrate
preparation, materials, device structures and OLED fabrication procedure using
thermal evaporation will be described briefly.

3.4.1

Preparation of OLED Substrate

OLED devices were fabricated using pattern commercial ITO and in-house
ITO and the pattern was shown as Figure 3.4.1 (a). 45mm x 45mm commercial
ITO glasses with pattern (20Ω/□) were purchased from Tinwell Technology Ltd.
The cleaning procedures of commercial ITO glasses were same as the glass
substrates which were described in section 3.1.2.
For in-house ITO, shadow mask was placed on top of the cleaned glass
substrate to prepared ITO with pattern under different sputtering conditions.
Figure 3.4.1 (b) shows the shadow mask. As-deposit in-house ITO glasses were
used directly for OLED fabrication without cleaning process due to no serious
contamination. Also, they were stored in vacuum chamber or glove box filled with
nitrogen before use.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.4.1 (a) Patterned ITO layer (Blue color: ITO region), and (b) Shadow
mask for ITO deposition
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3.4.2

Materials used in OLED

The materials used in this work and their chemical structure are listed in
Table 3.4.1.
Material
Abbreviation

NPB

IUPAC Name

Chemical Structure

N,N’-Di(naphthalene-l-yl)N,N’-diphenylbenzidine

C545T

10-(2-Benzothiazolyl)2,3,6,7-tetrahydro1,1,7,7-tetramethyl1H,5H,11H(1)benzopyropyrano
(6,7-8-I,j)quinolizin-11-one

Alq3

Tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)
aluminumШ

TPBi

1,3,5-Tris(1-phenyl-1Hbenzimidazol-2-yl)benzene

LiF

Lithium Fluoride
Table 3.4.1 Materials used in OLED
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3.4.3

Device structures of OLED

Structures of reference OLED device used in this research are summarized in
Table 3.4.2. The numerical values in brackets are the thickness of those materials
in nanometer and the percentage values are the dopant concentration. In
experiment, the total thickness of device would be varied to tuning the
microcavity, the detail thickness of OLED structure would be presented at the
chapter five.

OLED

Device Structure

Green OLED

Anode/NPB(70)/Alq3(60)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

Green OLED
(Using
fluorescent

Anode/NPB(70)/Alq3:C545T(10,3-4%)/TPBi(50)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

dopant)
Table 3.4.2 Device structures of OLED
3.4.4

Pre-treatment of OLED substrates

ITO is widely used as anode electrode in OLED due to its high conductivity
and transparency. However, the work function of ITO is around 4.8eV [14] and is
less efficient for hole injection into the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of hole transport materials. For most hole transport materials, the
HOMO lies more than 5eV below vacuum. There is a energy barrier for hole
injection which is the cause of increasing drive voltage of the device. Surface
treatments have been done to improve the hole injection and performances of
devices. After the cleaning procedures described at section 3.4.1, ITO substrates
were exposed to oxygen plasma for 25 seconds at 100W RF power to remove
hydrocarbon contaminants and enhance the work function of ITO as the ratio of
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the surface of those elements (In, Sn, O) are changed [87]. Then, the substrates
were subjected to CFx plasma for 7 seconds at 100W RF power to form an ultra
thin plasma polymerized fluorocarbon film which can improve hole injection and
ITO durability against atmospheric moisture [88].

3.4.5

OLED fabrication by thermal evaporation

All the organic materials and metal of OLED in this research were
evaporated by a ten-source evaporation system (JunSun Tech., Model OM-2000R).
Each evaporation source had an individual shutter and was isolated by partitions
to prevent unwanted materials coated on the substrates and cross contamination
respectively. Every source was composed of a pair of electrodes and a resistive
metal basket (tungsten) or a crucible and separate power supply so that each one
could be controlled independently by controller.
Above the evaporation sources, substrate mount and mask holder were used
to place up to ten pieces of OLED substrates and shadow masks of desirable
patterns respectively. Each mask had an individual shutter to control the material
depositing on the substrate with desirable patterns. The pattern of organic mask
and metal mask were depicted as Figure 3.4.2. To fabricate the OLED devices
without breaking vacuum, five pairs of organic and metal masks were used.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4.2 (a) Organic mask (b) Metal mask (White color: Hollow area)
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Figure 3.4.3 shows the schematic diagram of the patterned ITO substrate
with organic films and metal cathode. Each OLED device contains four active
areas of 0.1cm2 for this pattern configuration. Fabrication started when the
pressure of the chamber below 5 x 10-6 Torr to minimize the contamination and
reaction between evaporation materials and residual gas such as moisture and
oxygen because most of the organic materials are sensitive to moisture. During
fabrication, the deposition rate was monitored in real time by quartz crystal sensor
which is calibrated the tooling factors through the film thickness by surface
profiler. The coating rates of the organic materials were set to 1Å /s while the rate
of metal cathode (aluminum) was limited to not larger than 8Å /s. For the organic
layers having dopant, co-deposition was used by evaporating two materials at the
same time and the deposition rate depended on the doping concentration.

Figure 3.4.3 Schematic diagram of OLED device (Red square: active area)
(Blue: ITO anode; Yellow: Organic layers; Gray: Metal cathode)

3.4.6

Encapsulation of OLED device

Since the organic materials and metal cathode are sensitive to oxygen and
moisture, the performance of the device will degrade quickly after exposing to air.
Thus, encapsulation is necessary to slow down the degradation and extend the life
time of device. All the devices in this research were encapsulated in a dry nitrogen
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glove box which was inter-connected to the thermal evaporation chamber. UV
curing epoxy (ThreeBond Co., Ltd. UV Curing Resin 3055B) was applied to the
edges of a square cover glass (22cm x 22cm) with a piece of desiccant for
absorbing the moisture. Using the cover glass covered up the area which was
deposited organic films and metal electrode, and finished by exposing the epoxy
to UV lamp for four minutes. Encapsulated OLED device was showed as Figure
3.4.4.

Figure 3.4.4 Back and front view of encapsulated OLED device

3.4.7

Characterization of OLED device

The performance of OLED device was characterized by measurement set-up
showed as Figure 3.4.5. The OLED device was driven by the source measure unit
(SMU) (Keithley, Model 236) and programmable spectra colorimeter (Spectra
scan,

Model

PR650)

captured

the

light

luminesced

by the

OLED.

Voltage-current-luminance (V-I-L) characteristics, electroluminescence (EL)
spectrum, commission International de I’Eclairage (CIE) coordinates, power
efficiency and current yield could be measured by this set-up.
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Figure 3.4.5 Diagram of OLED measurement set-up
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CHAPTER 4 PROPERTIES OF ITO THIN FILM
In this charter, the relation between ITO thin film property and sputtering
target; and the effect of ITO thin film property by using post-annealing process
were investigated. These two methods are widely used to optimizing ITO thin film
property in industry, but the physics behind is not well-defined and understand.
Thin film properties as a function of ITO targets were presented in section 4.1;
thin film properties via annealing process are presented in section 4.2.

4.1

Properties of ITO Thin Film as a function of ITO Targets
In this section, the relation between ITO thin film property and targets was

investigated. There are total six different targets which are in different ratio or
density and provided by Sigma Technology Holdings Ltd. The detail compositions
were listed in Table 4.1.1. Six targets labeled from A to F and divided to two sets
of experiment. The first batch included target A to target C which have same
density but different In:Sn ratio would be presented in section 4.1.1; the second
batch comprised target C to target F which have same doping ratio but different in
density would be presented in section 4.1.2. All the targets were sputtered under
three different conditions which are listed in Table 4.1.2. Both condition C0 and
C1 sputtered the sample without substrate heating while C1 would add some
reactive gases like oxygen and hydrogen during sputtering. Substrate heating and
reactive gas would be applied in condition C2.
Mark

A

B

C

D

E

F

In:Sn Ratio
Density

95:5
99.29

93:7
99.50

90:10
99.79

90:10
99.83

90:10
89.03

90:10
89.06

Net Wt. (kg)

0.072

0.072

0.072

0.072

0.064

0.064

Table 4.1.1 Composition of ITO targets from Sigma Technology Holdings Ltd.
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Condition Label

C0

C1

C2

60

RF Power (W)
Sputtering Time
(min.)
Base Pressure
Working
Pressure
Rotation Speed
of Substrate

20
< 4.0x 10-6 mbar
<2.8 x 10-3 mbar
10 rpm

Substrate Temp.

RT

Sputtering Gas
Composition

20 sccm Ar
(99.99% prue)

RT
20 sccm Ar
(0.4%Oxygen;
0.76% Hydrogen)

250oC
20 sccm Ar
(0.4%Oxygen;
0.65% Hydrogen)

Table 4.1.2 Sputtering parameters of C0, C1 and C2 conditions

4.1.1

Dopant Ratio of Targets

All the samples had been measured the optical and electrical properties
including Hall effect measurement. Table 4.1.3 to Table 4.1.5 outline the electrical
property of ITO thin films which were sputtered from different targets in C0, C1
and C2 conditions respectively. For sheet resistance and resistivity, their values
were similar among different conditions with C2 condition had the best results,
but there are no clear trend in between the dopant ratio of target and electrical
property of thin film. Surprisingly, for the Hall measurement results, the mobility
increase with increasing Sn dopant concentration for all sputtering conditions
which is different from expectation. Figure 4.1.1 and Figure 4.1.2 depicted the
plots of carrier concentration and mobility against dopant ratio of targets
respectively. As the impurity (dopant) increase, the carrier concentration should
increase while the effect of impurity scattering on mobility should be more
significant, but the results is opposite which indicated that there is another
mechanism more dominate in the mobility than impurity scattering.
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Target (In:Sn)

A (95:5)

B (93:7)

C (90:10)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)
Thickness (nm)
Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration (x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

78
92
7.2
2.26
36

59
95
5.6
2.53
44

62
92
5.7
2.21
49

Table 4.1.3 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target A to target C
in C0 condition

Target (In:Sn)

A (95:5)

B (93:7)

C (90:10)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)
Thickness (nm)
Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration (x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

69
92
6.3
1.55
63

75
93
7.0
1.30
69

89
95
8.4
0.99
76

Table 4.1.4 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target A to target C
in C1 condition

Target (In:Sn)

A (95:5)

B (93:7)

C (90:10)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)
Thickness (nm)
Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration (x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

58
89
5.1
2.11
58

50
94
4.7
2.20
60

57
102
5.7
1.72
63

Table 4.1.5 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target A to target C
in C2 condition
Generally, there are two types charge generation in TCO thin film which is
introduced at section 2.1.2, one is dopant; the other one is oxygen vacancy
(defect). Comparing carrier concentration of thin film of target A (95:5) and C
(90:10) in all conditions, sample of target A has higher carrier concentration but
less dopant which mean that thin films of target A produced more oxygen
vacancies containing thin film, i.e. the mobility suffered. It is the reason why less
doping sample has lower mobility but higher carrier concentration.
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Carriers Conc. (cm-3)
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Figure 4.1.1 Carrier concentration against dopant ratio of targets with different
sputtering conditions
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55
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45

C0
C1
C2
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35
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B (93:7)
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Targets

Figure 4.1.2 Mobility against dopant ratio of targets with different sputtering
conditions
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Mobility against carrier concentration of different doping ratio ITO thin films
in different sputtering conditions is shown in Figure 4.1.3. There is a relation
between dopant ratio of target and electrical property of thin film, but it seems that
the electrical property of ITO thin films were confined within a certain area under
same sputtering condition no matter what targets were used. Changing sputtering
condition seems to be more effective for tuning the electrical property of thin film
than changing the ratio of sputtering target.

80
75

2

Mobility (cm /Vs)

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
19
8.0x10

C0
C1
C2
1.2x10

20

1.6x10

20

2.0x10

20

2.4x10

20

-3

Carrier Concentration (cm )

Figure 4.1.3 Mobility against carrier concentration of different dopant ratio of
targets under different sputtering conditions

From transmission spectra of ITO thin films at different sputtering conditions
(Figure 4.1.4 - 4.1.6), samples which sputtered at C0 condition generally had the
lowest transmittance compare to other condition no matter which targets were
used. These results were consistent with pervious electrical property result of
carrier concentration due to oxygen vacancy (Figure 4.1.1). When comparing
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samples of same dopant ratio of targets, thin film with C0 condition had the
highest carrier concentration which indicated that more oxygen vacancies were
created and they donate electrons. However, optically, oxygen vacancies would
increase the scattering effect and diminished the transmittance.
In summary, sputtering condition has more significant influence on the
properties of thin film than In:Sn ratio of target. Charge carrier generation was
dominated by oxygen vacancies, which result in carrier concentration dropped
with increasing dopant ratio of sputter target. Meanwhile, the transmission spectra
also showed accordant results.

ITO Target A (95:5)

Transmittance(%)
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Visible Light Region
40

C0
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0
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1000

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.1.4 Transmission spectra of samples of ITO target A (95:5) under different
sputtering conditions
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ITO Target B (93:7)
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Figure 4.1.5 Transmission spectra of samples of ITO target B (93:7) under different
sputtering conditions

ITO Target C (90:10)
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Figure 4.1.6 Transmission spectra of samples of ITO target C (90:10) under
different sputtering conditions
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4.1.2

Density of Targets

This experiment involved target C to F which have same In:Sn ratio (90:10)
but different in density. Density of target C and D are above 99% and density of
target E and F were around 89%, so target C and D are classified as high density
targets while target E and F are low density targets. All the samples had their
optical and electrical properties measured including Hall effect measurement
which is the same as section 4.1.1. Table 4.1.6 to Table 4.1.8 showed the electrical
property of ITO thin films which were sputtered from those different targets in C0,
C1 and C2 conditions respectively.

Target (Density)

C (High)

D (High)

E (Low)

F (Low)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)
Thickness (nm)

62
92

75
99

74
105

80
99

Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration
(x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

5.7

7.4

7.7

7.9

2.21

2.17

2.47

2.66

49

39

33

30

Table 4.1.6 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target C to target F
in C0 condition

Target (Density)

C (High)

D (High)

E (Low)

F (Low)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)

89

85

66

68

Thickness (nm)
Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration
(x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

95
8.4

92
7.9

90
6.0

98
6.7

0.99

1.06

1.55

1.55

76

75

68

60

Table 4.1.7 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target C to target F
in C1 condition
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Target (Density)

C (High)

D (High)

E (Low)

F (Low)

Sheet Resistance (Ω/sq.)

57
102
5.7

58
94
5.4

58
92
5.4

55
97
5.3

1.72

2.14

2.28

2.27

63

54

51

52

Thickness (nm)
Resistivity (x 10-4Ωcm)
Carrier Concentration
(x 1020cm-3)
Mobility (cm2/Vs)

Table 4.1.8 Electrical property of ITO thin film sputtered from target C to target F
in C2 condition

Similar to the pervious setup, no apparent relation could be observed from
the data of sheet resistance and resistivity. By conducting Hall effect measurement,
the trend is observed under a plot of mobility against carrier concentration of
different targets under different sputtering conditions (Figure 4.1.7).
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Figure 4.1.7 Mobility against carrier concentration of different density targets
under different sputtering conditions (Square: High density; Star: Low density; )
(Black: C0 Condition; Red: C1 Condition; Green: C2 Condition)
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Under same sputtering condition, samples which were sputtered from low
density targets always had higher carrier concentration but lower mobility
compare to samples of high density target. By using the concept of oxygen
vacancy as the critical factor in determining the electrical conduction in pervious
experiment, defects were created more in sample of low density target than high
density target one. As a result, sample of low density target had higher carrier
concentration. Also, electrical properties of different density of ITO thin films
were confined within a certain area under same sputtering condition which is
same as pervious experiment. Due to similar result to previous results of
experiment (section 4.1.1), transmission spectra would also reflect the effect of
the oxygen vacancy. Figure 4.1.8 to Figure 4.1.10 depict the transmission spectra
of different density targets under C0, C1 and C2 conditions respectively.
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Figure 4.1.8 Transmission spectra of samples of different targets under C0
sputtering condition
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Figure 4.1.9 Transmission spectra of samples of different targets under C1
sputtering condition
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Figure 4.1.10 Transmission spectra of samples of different targets under C2
sputtering condition
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From Figure 4.1.8, the distinction between high and low density targets were
obvious. Samples of low density targets had lower transmittance than samples of
high density targets, which were consistent with the result of Hall measurement.
In C1 and C2 conditions, the different are not that clear as in C0 condition
because of the presence of oxygen gas of sputtering condition. Oxygen in C1 and
C2 conditions would fill the oxygen vacancies and minimize the influence of light
scattering.
To summarize, samples of low density target always has higher carrier
concentration than high density one due to the oxygen vacancy. Meanwhile,
sputtering condition has more significant influence to the property of thin film
than density of target. Transmission spectra also showed consistent results with
hall measurement.

4.1.3

Summary

To summarise, properties of ITO thin film were related to ITO targets
composition such as density and dopant ratio. However, properties of ITO thin
film show stronger dependant on sputtering condition than targets composition.
Figure 4.1.11 showed a plot of mobility against carrier concentration of different
ITO targets under three different sputtering conditions. In respect of the
composition of targets, mobility and carrier concentration are confined in certain
regions under the same sputtering condition. Tuning sputtering condition is more
effective way to optimize the property of film due to the domination of the oxygen
vacancy in film.
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Figure 4.1.11 Mobility against carrier concentration of different ITO targets under
different sputtering conditions
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4.2

Properties of ITO Thin Film as a function of Annealing Conditions
In this chapter, the changes of ITO property after annealing process in

different conditions were investigated.

4.2.1

Motivation

Between commercial ITO thin film and in-house ITO thin film (C2), there
are some differences at electrical and optical properties. C2 will be presented in
detail in section 4.2.2. Figure 4.2.1 exhibits the optical transmittance spectra of
commercial ITO and in-house ITO. There is a section of visible light range,
380nm to 530nm, where in-house ITO outperforms commercial ITO.

Figure 4.2.1 Transmission spectra of commercial and in-house ITO

The sheet resistance and thickness of commercial ITO and in-house ITO,
measured by four-point probe and surface profiler respectively, are shown as
Table 4.2.1 and the values of resistivity were calculated by equation 2.2. The
resistivity of in-house ITO is double that of commercial one. XRD patterns of
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commercial and in-house ITO are displayed as Figure 4.2.2. Commercial ITO is
crystallized while in-house ITO is amorphous.

Commercial ITO
(25Ω/sq.)
In-house ITO
(C2)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

81

22.9

1.85 x 10-4

86

65

5.59 x 10-4

Table 4.2.1 Comparison of electrical property between commercial and in-house
ITO

Figure 4.2.2 XRD pattern of commercial and in-house ITO

The aim of the experiment is to narrow the performance differences between
commercial ITO and in-house ITO by applying post-sputtering annealing process
for changing the crystal structure of in-house ITO.
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4.2.2

Sputtering Conditions

All the samples in the experiment were sputtered by the optimized condition
which is shown as Table 4.2.2. There are three different types of argon gases used
in sputtering, 99.99% pure argon, argon mixed with 10% oxygen and argon mixed
with 5% hydrogen. As-deposited ITO sample under this condition is labeled as
C2.

Power

RF 60W

Sputtering Time

20 minutes

Base Pressure

< 5.5 x 10-6 mbar

Working Pressure

< 3 x 10-3 mbar

Rotation Speed of Substrate

10 revolutions per minute

Substrate Temperature

250oC

Gas Compositions

16.0sccm Ar, 0.8sccm Ar/O2 (10%),
2.5sccm Ar/H2 (5%)

Table 4.2.2 Sputtering condition of the samples for annealing

4.2.3

Post-sputtering Annealing Process

Four samples were sputtered in the same batch and total three batches were
sputtered. After deposition, samples were annealed under three different
environments at 300oC, 400oC and 500oC for one hour. Each annealing condition
used one batch of samples. One sample was kept as control.

4.2.3.1

Annealing in Air

By using a furnace, samples were annealed at atmospheric pressure, hoping
that high temperature can reform the structure of in-house ITO from amorphous to
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crystalline. As a result, the properties of in-house ITO can be improved. From
Figure 4.2.3, which is the XRD patterns of annealed samples and commercial ITO,
the in-house ITO became crystalline after annealed. C2 started crystalline at
300oC and five of the typical XRD peaks of ITO also appeared which are same
with commercial ITO. Moreover, the FWHM and intensity of those peaks are
narrower and higher than commercial one; this indicated that in-house ITO after
annealing has better crystal structure than commercial.

Figure 4.2.3 XRD patterns of selected samples with annealing in air

Following that, optical property and electrical property were measured to
determine the different of properties after crystal structure changed. The
transmittance and resistivity of samples are shown in Figure 4.2.4 and Table 4.2.3
respectively. Transmittance increases in near UV region and visible light range
with increasing annealing temperature, but resistivity also increases significantly
after annealed due to the reaction between free oxygen in air and films.
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Figure 4.2.4 Transmittance spectra of selected samples with annealing in air

Samples

Resistivity Before
Annealing (Ωcm)

Resistivity After
Annealing (Ωcm)

Performance

C2

5.583 x 10-4

NA

Unchanged

C2 with 300oC
annealing in air

5.583 x 10-4

8.040 x 10-3

Increase more
than ten times

C2 with 400oC
annealing in air

5.583 x 10-4

1.749 x 10-3

Increase twice

C2 with 500oC
annealing in air

5.583 x 10-4

1.751 x 10-3

Increase twice

Table 4.2.3 Resistivity of C2 annealed in air

In conclusion of this experiment, annealing in air can improve the
transmittance of ITO thin film in near UV region and visible light range due to
less scattering center after crystalline. It can confirm that transmittance of ITO is
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related with film structure.

4.2.3.2

Annealing in Vacuum (<10-6mbar)

After the pervious experiment, knowing that ITO starts crystalline at 300oC,
ITOs are annealed in vacuum (MGS system) to eliminate the change in
composition of film due to free oxygen in air, so that the resistivity will not
increase. If crystallization occurs, transmittance will be improved without
changing the conductivity of ITO. XRD patterns of annealed samples are shown
as Figure 4.2.5. No crystallization occur in any temperature, but there is small
peak appear at 30o in 500oC annealing. It indicates that film starts to crystalline.
Lengthening the annealing time may change the structure of film. The
transmittance and resistivity of annealed film are displayed as Figure 4.6 and
Table 4.4 respectively.

Figure 4.2.5 XRD patterns of selected samples with annealing in vacuum
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Figure 4.2.6 Transmittance spectra of selected samples with annealing in vacuum

Samples

Resistivity Before
Annealing (Ωcm)

Resistivity After
Annealing (Ωcm)

Performance

C2

7.128 x 10-4

7.128 x 10-4

Unchanged

C2 with 300oC
annealing in
vacuum

6.840 x 10-4

6.930 x 10-4

Increase 1.3%

6.545 x 10-4

6.205 x 10-4

Decrease
5.2%

7.224 x 10-4

6.880 x 10-4

Decrease
4.8%

C2 with 400oC
annealing in
vacuum
C2 with 500oC
annealing in
vacuum

Table 4.2.4 Resistivity of C2 annealed in vacuum

In this experiment, resistivity was measured individually before and after,
which did not change appreciably as expected. Transmittance of ITO did not have
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any significant change because there was no crystallization during annealing in
vacuum. As those results, it is ensure that transmittance of ITO is related with the
film structure. Crystallization is related to oxygen content of annealing conditions,
since the different conditions between this section and section 4.2.3.1 is present of
oxygen. In air, nitrogen and oxygen is the main composition and it is well-known
that nitrogen is stable and inert. It implies that absence of oxygen is the reason
why crystallization did not take place.

4.2.3.3

Annealing in Hydrogen Gas

From pervious parts experience, oxygen is the reason why resistivity of film
increases, so in this experiment 10sccm argon and hydrogen mixed gas was fed
into the MSG system during annealing. Since argon is noble gas which is inert,
the experiment can consider as annealing in hydrogen gas. The aim of the set up is
hoping that using hydrogen as reactive gas to increase oxygen vacancy; as a result,
conductivity of ITO film can be improved. Annealing pressure keep below 3.6 x
10-3mbar during annealing.
XRD patterns of samples, annealed in hydrogen, are shown as Figure 4.2.7.
No crystallization occurs in any annealing temperature and no sign of
crystallization appears. Figure 4.2.8 shows transmittance spectra of selected
samples annealing in hydrogen and transmittance of ITO did not have any
significant change. Table 4.2.5 listed out the resistivity of ITO before and after
annealing. There is one set of data which is 500oC annealing: the resistivity
reduced from 7.007 x 10-4Ωcm to 6.264 x 10-4Ωcm around 10% diminutions.
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Figure 4.2.7 XRD patterns of selected samples with annealing in hydrogen

Figure 4.2.8 Transmittance spectra of selected samples with annealing in hydrogen
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Samples

Resistivity Before
Annealing (Ωcm)

Resistivity After
Annealing (Ωcm)

Performance

C2

7.470 x 10-4

7.560 x 10-4

Increase 1.2%

C2 with 300oC
annealing in H2

7.007 x 10-4

6.734 x 10-4

Decrease
3.8%

C2 with 400oC
annealing in H2

7.452 x 10-4

7.452 x 10-4

Unchanged

C2 with 500oC
annealing in H2

7.007 x 10-4

6.264 x 10-4

Decrease
10.6%

Table 4.2.5 Resistivity of C2 annealed in hydrogen

4.3

Summary
Base on those experimental results, it can conclude that transmittance of ITO

can be enhanced by changing structure of thin film from amorphous to crystalline.
The enhancement is because the scattering centers reduced when crystallization
takes place, the scattering effect drop and transmittance increase. Moreover, the
resistivity of ITO is not related to the structure of film; it depends on the
environmental condition of annealing. Oxygen acts as oxidant; it will greatly fill
up the oxygen vacancies in the thin film which contribute extra electrons for
conductivity. Hydrogen acts as reductant; it will increase the oxygen vacancies in
the thin film, so the conductivity of ITO enhances.
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CHAPTER 5 TCO/METAL/TCO MULTILAYER STRUCTURES
In this chapter, a new type of ITO-based TCO using sandwich structure is
introduced and illustrated. OLED application results using the multilayer structure
is presented.

5.1

Review and Motivation
Nowadays, flexible substrate and large area device are attracting increasing

attention, and conventional ITO would crack after bend and high electrical
conducting ITO thin film always involve high substrate temperature during
sputtering or annealing process which is not suitable for flexible substrate like
PET. It is this reason why new electrodes with lower resistivity and good strain &
stress resistant have been researched.
By inserting a thin metal film into ITO, a highway is created for current to
pass through as depicted in Figure 5.1.1 and Figure 5.1.2. The overall sheet
resistance could be considered as parallel resistors circuit which could be
described by equation 5.1. Since the sheet resistance of metal layer is much lower
than the sheet resistance of ITO (typical case RTCO=100RMetal), as a result, the
overall sheet resistance is approximately equal to the sheet resistance of metal. On
the other hand, the thickness of the metal film should be as thin as possible to
minimize the influence of the transmission due to the opacity of metal. Since the
properties of the multilayer mainly depend on the metal layer, upper and bottom
layers of ITO could been replaced by other types of TCO without changing the
properties of the structure.
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Figure 5.1.2 Schematic diagram of the
path of current in sandwich structure
(Red arrow: Current )

Figure 5.1.1 Schematic diagram of
ITO/Metal/ITO Multilayer Structures

Metal

Resistivity (μΩcm)

Metal

Resistivity (μΩcm)

Ag

1.6

Ni

7.8

Cu

1.7

In

8.0

Au

2.4

Pt

10.0

Al

2.8

Pd

11.0

Mg

4.6

Sn

11.5

W

5.6

Cr

12.6

Mo

5.7

Ta

15.5

Zn

5.8

Ti

39.0

Table 5.1.1 Electrical resistivity values of bulk metals at 20oC [89]
Table 5.1.1 showed the resistivity of several bulk metals. Silver (Ag) has the
best electrical conductivity among those metals, so it was chosen as the candidate
of the metal layer. Aluminum was also chosen to be a candidate due to its
abundance, cheap and good conductivity. Multilayer structure would be fabricated
using these two metals and compared their performances.
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5.2

TCO/Metal/TCO Fabrication

5.2.1

Optimum Sputtering Condition of Al

Before fabricating the sandwich structure TCO, sputtering conditions of
metal layer should be optimized since the metal layer is the most important part of
the structure to provide channel for current pass through. Lower resistance of
ITO/Metal/ITO can be achieved by producing high conducting thin metal layer.
Sputtering condition with producing low resistivity film as well as slow sputter
rate wants to find. Table 5.2.1 showed the fixed sputtering parameters.

Sputtering Time

20 minutes

Base Pressure

< 3 x 10-6 mbar

Working Pressure

< 5 x 10-3 mbar

Rotation Speed of Substrate

10 revolutions per minute

Substrate Temperature

Room Temperature

Table 5.2.1 Fixed sputtering parameters of Al

For the first setup, 99.99% pure argon (Ar) was used and fixed at 50sccm
flow rate. DC power was varied from 20W to 60W. The results are listed in Table
5.2.2 and the photo of samples is displayed as Figure 5.2.1. The sputter power
increases with increasing sputter rate from 2.4nm/min to 5.4nm/min accordingly.
However, films are not conducting when using 20W to 40W sputter power. The
films start to conduct at 50W power but still larger than the resistivity of bulk
material of Al by two order of magnitude. In Figure 5.2.1, samples with sputtering
power from 20W to 60W are shown and from their appearance the reason why the
Al films sputtered with lower power are not conducting is obvious. The films are
transparent at 20W and 30W due to oxidation; the other samples are in brown
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color and did not look like a metallic Al thin film. When the sputter rate is low, the
Al particles have sufficient time to react with the resident oxygen in the chamber
to form aluminum oxide. To sputter a highly conducting Al film, it is a race
against oxidation. There are two ways to solve the problem; the first one is
increasing the sputter rate higher than oxidation rate by increasing sputter power
but it is opposite to the desired coating rate. The second method is to input a
reducing agent to work against oxidation during fabrication process.

Power
(W)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity (Ωcm)

Sputter Rate
(nm/min)

20

48.1

Non-conducting

Non-conducting

2.4

30

68.8

Non-conducting

Non-conducting

3.4

40

83.4

Non-conducting

Non-conducting

4.2

50

115.8

26.3

3.04 x 10-4

5.8

60

108.7

4.7

5.13 x 10-5

5.4

Table 5.2.2 Thickness and electrical property of the Al thin films with different
sputter power in pure argon gas

Figure 5.2.1 Picture of samples with different sputter power in pure argon gas
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Drawing from the result of first setup, second setup used argon mixed with
5% hydrogen (Ar/H2) as sputtering gas (50sccm flow rate) instead of pure argon
gas and varied the power. Table 5.2.3 summaries the results which show the
hydrogen works. Using 20W sputtering power a conducting Al film already
obtained compare to previous results and the film which used 60W power has the
same order of magnitude of resistivity to Al bulk material. Since the Al is reactive,
reducing agent should be added during sputtering to form metallic Al thin film.
Low resistivity of Al film was achieved; nevertheless, the sputter rate was too fast
for controlling the thickness of Al layer in the sandwich structure. After finding
the suitable gas composition for sputtering Al, flow rate of the sputter gas should
be optimized.

Power
(W)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Sputter Rate
(nm/min)

20

41.9

24.7

1.11 x 10-4

2.1

40

72.0

1.9

1.28 x 10-5

3.6

60

121.7

0.55

6.68 x 10-6

6.1

Table 5.2.3 Thickness and electrical property of the Al thin films of hydrogen gas
added with different sputter power
Following the results of second setup, different gas flow rate would be tested
in the third setup to examine the influence on performance of Al thin film by
sputtering. Table 5.2.4 depicted the performances of Al thin film varying the flow
rate of Ar/H2 mixture gas from 50sccm to 90sccm. The sputter rate also decreases
correspondingly with increasing gas flow rate while the resistivity reaches the
minimum at 70sccm flow rate. The sputter rate reduces because when increasing
the gas flow rate, more particles are inside the chamber, which lead to higher
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probability of scattering of Al atoms to other directions before they reach the
substrate.

Gas Flow
Rate (sccm)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Sputter Rate
(nm/min)

50

142.1

0.46

6.48 x 10-6

7.1

70

118.5

0.49

5.77 x 10-6

5.9

90

109.0

0.63

6.88 x 10-6

5.6

Table 5.2.4 Thickness and electrical property of the Al thin films with different gas
flow rate
In order to achieve the desirable coating rate as well as the low resistivity
comparable to intrinsic resistivity of Al, the sputtering condition of the lowest
resistivity from third setup (70sccm Ar/H2) was selected. In the fourth setup,
sputter power was varied under 70sccm Ar/H2 gas composition to get a sputter
rate below 5nm/min. and keep the resistivity as low as possible. Table 5.2.5 shows
outcome of the experiment. The sputtering condition which using 50W DC power
combine with 70sccm Ar/H2 mixture gas has the most balance results between
resistivity (7.44 x 10-6Ωcm) and sputter rate (4.7nm/min). This condition is
selected as the optimum sputtering condition of Al for sandwich structure TCO.

Power
(W)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Sputter Rate
(nm/min)

40

72.6

1.38

1.0 x 10-5

3.6

45

89.9

1.1

9.72 x 10

-6

4.5

-6

4.7
5.7

50

94.8

0.78

7.44 x 10

60

113.6

0.59

6.77 x 10-6

Table 5.2.5 Thickness and electrical property of the Al thin films of optimum
sputtering condition with different power
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To summarize the experiment of optimizing sputter Al thin film, Al is a quite
reactive metal and easy to form oxide during fabrication even no oxygen flow into
chamber. Once the sputter rate is low enough, it increases the time for Al to react
with resident oxygen. In order to coat a pure metallic Al thin film, there are two
solutions; the first one is increasing the coating rate over oxidation rate, which
was demonstrated at first setup. The second method is adding a reducing agent to
minimize the oxidation, which was proved at second setup. After a series of
optimizing process, sputtering condition of 50W DC power combine with 70sccm
Ar/H2 mixture gas has the most balance results between resistivity (7.44 x
10-6Ωcm) and sputter rate (4.7nm/min).

5.2.2

Fabrication of ITO/Al/ITO Structure

After optimized the sputtering condition of Al, ITO/Al/ITO was going to
fabricate at room temperature. Top and bottom layer of ITO were fixed on 10
minutes sputtering time, while Al layer was varied with sputtering time (2, 3, 4
minutes) to test the electrical and optical properties changed. Table 5.2.6 showed
the detail sputtering conditions of ITO and Al.
The electrical property of ITO thin film and Al thin film which were
sputtered for ten minutes and two minutes respectively was shown as Table 5.2.7.
The sheet resistance of the sandwich structure was calculated by using those
experimental data and equation 5.1. By inserting 10nm Al, the sheet resistance
30Ω/sq. could be reached and 2.9 x 10-4Ωcm for resistivity. This value could be
compared with the experimental results to verify the theory of this structure.
Figure 5.2.2 depicted the performance of the ITO/Al/ITO structure varying the
thickness of the Al. It is clearly showed that the sheet resistance and resistivity
were stacked at 100Ω/sq. and 1.0 x 10-3Ωcm respectively no matter the thickness
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of Al increased.

Materials

ITO

Al

Power

RF 60W

DC 50W

Base Pressure

< 3 x 10-6 mbar

< 3 x 10-6 mbar

Working Pressure

< 3 x 10-3 mbar

< 5 x 10-3 mbar

Rotation Speed of
Substrate

10 rpm

10 rpm

Substrate Temp.

Room Temp.

Room Temp.

Gas Compositions

16.0sccm Ar,
0.8sccm Ar/O2 (10%),
3.0sccm Ar/H2 (5%)

70.0sccm Ar/H2 (5%)

Sputtering Time

10 minutes

Varying 2,3,4 minutes

Thickness

40nm

10nm(2min.);15nm(3min.);
20nm(4min.)

Table 5.2.6 Detail sputtering conditions of ITO and Al for multilayer structure

Sample

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Thickness (nm)

Resistivity (Ωcm)

ITO
(10 minutes)

146.3

42.5

6.21 x 10-4

Al
(2 minutes)

52.5

9.5

4.98 x 10-5

ITO/Al/ITO
(Calculated)

30.6

~95

2.91 x 10-4

Table 5.2.7 Electrical property of the Al, ITO and calculated multilayer structure
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120
-3

1.4x10
100

80

-3

1.0x10

-4

60

8.0x10

-4

6.0x10

40

-4

Resistivity (cm)

Sheet Resistance (sq.)

-3

1.2x10

4.0x10
20

-4

2.0x10
0

ITO/Al(10nm)/ITO

ITO/Al(15nm)/ITO

ITO/Al(20nm)/ITO

Sample

Figure 5.2.2 Electrical property of the multilayer structure with different Al layer
thickness

The reason for disagreement between theory and experiment seems highly
probable that the interface between ITO and Al, aluminum became aluminum
oxide during fabrication process. Because Al is so reactive, which was proved at
previous experiment, it might capture the oxygen from the bottom and upper layer
of ITO and formed oxide. As a result, there are thin insulting aluminum oxide
layer blacked the electron pass though Al and bottom ITO layer from upper ITO
layer. The sheet resistance stacked at 100Ω/sq. even increasing the metal layer
thickness. Figure 5.2.3 showed the transmission spectra of the selected samples.
Obviously, the transmittance decrease with increasing Al layer thickness. The best
one is ITO sandwiched with 10nm Al, having 50% transmittance at visible light
range, but it still far lower than single ITO.
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Figure 5.2.3 Transmission spectra of references and sandwich structures with
different Al thickness

To summarize the experiment of sandwiching Al thin film in ITO, the
resistivity of ITO/Al/ITO limited at 1 x 10-3Ωcm due to the aluminum oxide
formed between the interface of ITO and Al. The aluminum oxide is an insulating
layer which increased the resistance of whole structure instead of providing a
highway for electrons. On the other hand, the transmission of sandwich structure
is not as good as the single layer ITO. Al is not a good material for sandwich
structure due to its reactivity and optical performance.
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5.2.3

Optimum Sputtering Condition of Ag

Similar to the previous experiment of Al, sputtering conditions of Ag layer
should be optimized since the metal layer is the most important part of the
structure to provide channel for current pass through. Lower resistance of
ITO/Metal/ITO can be achieved by producing high conducting thin metal layer.
Sputtering condition with producing low resistivity film as well as slow sputter
rate wants to find. Table 5.2.8 showed the fixed sputtering parameters.

Sputtering Time

10 minutes

Base Pressure

< 3 x 10-6 mbar

Working Pressure

< 5 x 10-3 mbar

Rotation Speed of Substrate

10 revolutions per minute

Substrate Temperature

Room Temperature

Table 5.2.8 Fixed sputtering parameters of Ag

For the first setup, 99.99% pure argon (Ar) was used and fixed at 50sccm
flow rate. DC power was varied from 10W to 20W. The results were listed as
Table 5.2.9. The sputter power increases with increasing sputter rate from
6.0nm/min to 8.9nm/min accordingly. Meanwhile, the resistivity of films reduced
with increasing sputter power from 7.47 x 10-6Ωcm to 4.51 x 10-6Ωcm which is
same order of magnitude of the resistivity of bulk Ag. Comparing to Al, Ag is
more stable, so that reducing gas is not necessary to add in and the sputter rate
does not has significant influence to the resistivity of film. To refine the sputtering
condition, 15W DC power was selected for further optimization due to low
resistivity and sputter rate.
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Power
(W)

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Sputter Rate
(nm/min)

10

60.0

1.25

7.47 x 10-6

6.0

15

59.5

0.86

5.15 x 10-6

6.0

20

89.1

0.51

4.51 x 10-6

8.9

Table 5.2.9 Thickness and electrical property of the Ag thin films with different
sputter power in pure argon gas

Following the results of first setup, different gas flow rate had been tested in
second setup to examine the influence of performance of Ag thin film and coating
rate. Table 5.2.10 depicted the performances of Ag thin film varying the flow rate
of Ar gas from 50sccm to 100sccm.

Gas Flow

Thickness

Sheet Resistance

Resistivity

Sputter Rate

Rate (sccm)

(nm)

(Ω/sq.)

(Ωcm)

(nm/min)

50

52.7

0.83

4.35 x 10-6

5.3

60

52.9

0.90

4.75 x 10-6

5.3

80

39.8

1.19

4.74 x 10-6

4.0

100

38.7

1.59

5.50 x 10-6

3.9

Table 5.2.10 Thickness and electrical property of the Ag thin films with different
gas flow rate
The sputter rate also decreases correspondingly with increasing gas flow rate
while the resistivity remained unchanged at around 5 x 10-6Ωcm. The sputter rate
reduces because when increasing the gas flow rate, more particles are inside the
chamber, which lead to higher probability of scattering of Ag atoms to other
directions before reaching the substrate. 15W DC power with 100sccm Ar gas
flow had been selected as the optimized sputtering condition for Ag. In terms of
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functional purpose of metal thin film in sandwich structure, Ag provides lower
resistivity and sputter rate due to its chemical stability.

5.2.4

Fabrication of ITO/Ag/ITO Structure

Before fabrication of sandwich structure, Ag thin film layers were varied
with sputtering time (1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 minutes) to test the electrical property;
determine the minimum thickness of complete Ag film and calculate the
theoretical sheet resistance. Since thicker Ag film will diminish the transmittance
of the overall structure. Detail sputtering conditions of Ag and the results are
shown as Table 5.2.11 and Table 5.2.12 respectively.

Materials

Ag

Power

DC 15W

Base Pressure

< 3 x 10-6 mbar

Working Pressure

< 5 x 10-3 mbar

Rotation Speed of Substrate

10 rpm

Substrate Temperature

Room Temperature

Gas Compositions

100.0sccm Ar (99.99%)

Sputtering Time

Varying 1, 1.5,2,3,5 minutes
4nm(1min.); 6nm(1.5min); 8nm(2min.);

Thickness
12nm(3min.); 20nm(5min.)
Table 5.2.11 Detail sputtering conditions of Ag for multilayer structure
Ag thin film with 4nm thick was non-conducting due to incomplete film. The
minimum thickness of complete Ag thin film is around 6nm with 32Ω/sq. sheet
resistance. The resistivity of Ag thin film reached 10-6Ωcm order of magnitude
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when thickness is above 8nm. When the thickness of Ag was 20nm, the
transmittance was too low compare to ITO. In the following experiment, five
minutes sputtering time would been replaced by four minutes. By using the
equation 5.1 and sheet resistance of ITO in Table 5.2.7, the sheet resistance of
sandwich structure had been calculated, these data is used to compare with the
experimental results.

Sample

Sheet
Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Calculated Sheet
Resistance of
ITO/Ag/ITO (Ω/sq.)

Ag
(1 min.; 4nm)

NA

NA

NA

Ag
(1.5 min.; 6nm)

31.7

1.9 x 10-5

22.1

10.3

8.2 x 10-6

9.0

Ag
(3 min.; 12nm)

5.6

6.7 x 10-6

5.2

Ag
(5 min.; 20nm)

3.1

6.2 x 10-6

3.0

Ag
(2 min.; 8nm)

Table 5.2.12 Calculated sheet resistance of multilayer by using equation 5.1

After obtaining the optimum the sputtering condition and minimum thickness
of Ag, ITO/Ag/ITO (IAI) was fabricated at room temperature. Top and bottom
layer of ITO were fixed on 10 minutes sputtering time, while Ag layer was varied
with sputtering time (1.5, 2, 3, 4 minutes) to determine the electrical and optical
properties changed. Detail sputtering conditions of ITO and Ag were same with
previous experiments which shown as Table 5.2.6 and Table 5.2.11 respectively.
Table 5.2.13 and Figure 5.2.4 exhibited the results of the sandwich structure. For
electrical property, the sheet resistance agrees very well with theoretical values,
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which proven that the sheet resistance of sandwich structure mainly depend on the
metal layer. By using this technique, the upper and bottom layers could be
replaced by any kinds of oxide, but the sheet resistance will remain unchanged.
The lowest sheet resistance could reach 4Ω/sq. and the highest one is similar to
commerical ITO around 20Ω/sq.

Thickness
(nm)

Sheet Resistance
(Ω/sq.)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Calculated sheet
resistance (Ω/sq.)

ITO/Ag/ITO
(6nm)

100

19.8

2.0 x 10-4

22.1

ITO/Ag/ITO
(8nm)

98

11.9

1.1 x 10-4

9.0

102

5.8

5.9 x 10-5

5.2

ITO/Ag/ITO
(16nm)

106

3.9

4.1 x 10-5

NA

Commercial
ITO

81

23

1.9 x 10-4

NA

ITO/Ag/ITO
(12nm)

Table 5.2.13 Comparison of experimental and theoretical data of sheet resistance
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Figure 5.2.4 Transmission spectra of references and sandwich structures with
different Ag thickness

For optical property, when the thickness of Ag is below 12nm, the
transmission of whole structure in visible light region was around 80% which is
comparable with commercial ITO. When the thickness of Ag is above 12nm, the
transmission is strongly influenced by the metal layer. Comparing to single layer
ITO, sandwich structure performed differently in the near infra-red range, which
reflected more light in this region.
After successfully demonstrated the sandwich structure work very well with
using Ag layer, sandwich structure and single ITO on PET substrate had been
fabricated and examined the performance after bending. Figure 5.2.6 illustrated
the transmittance of sandwich structure and ITO on different substrates. Normally,
both IAI and ITO on glass have higher transmission than on PET due to higher
transmittance of glass (Figure 5.2.5).
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Figure 5.2.5 Transmission spectra of glass and PET substrates
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Figure 5.2.6 Transmission spectra of ITO and sandwich structures on different
substrates
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From Table 5.2.14, electrical property of ITO and IAI on PET had slightly
lower sheet resistance than on glass. For the bending test, samples were bended
twice to U-shaped to test for compressive and tensile strength. After bending the
samples, sheet resistance of ITO increased enormously from 54Ω/sq. to 2250Ω/sq.
while sandwich structure showed more robust in electrical performance which is
slightly increased from 14Ω/sq. to 16Ω/sq.. ITO is not good against strain and
stress resistant, so it would crack after bending. The crack would significantly
influence the transport of charger carriers, meanwhile, it also enhanced the light
scattering, as a result, transmittance dropped (Figure 5.2.7). Inserting metal layer
into ITO, which is similar to putting a reinforcing bar into concrete, greatly
enhance the stress and strain resistant of whole structure. Metal layer is more
flexible and would not crack after bending, so the sheet resistance has not
increased significantly. From Figure 5.2.8, the transmissions of sandwich structure
before and after bending were exactly the same.

Sheet Resistance
on glass (Ω/sq.)

Sheet Resistance
on PET (Ω/sq.)

Sheet Resistance on
PET after bend (Ω/sq.)

C1- ITO

62

54

2250

ITO/Ag/ITO

16

14

16

Table 5.2.14 Comparison of sheet resistance of ITO and IAI before and after bend
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Figure 5.2.7 Transmission spectra of ITO on PET substrates before and after bend
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Figure 5.2.8 Transmission spectra of IAI on glass substrates before and after bend
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5.2.5

Summary

To summarize, sandwich structure could achieve lower electrical resistivity,
comparable optical performance and more robust on flexible substrate compare to
ITO. By using this structure, upper and bottom layer could be changed depend on
the application while electrical and optical properties could be maintained. Metal
layer is the key of sandwich structure, chemical stable and highly electrical
conducting material should be used. Sandwich structure with 8nm Ag has been
selected as the optimum structure and conduct further experiment.
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5.3

OLED Application
In this section, OLEDs had been fabricated to demonstrate the performance

of sandwich structure in application. Bottom-emission OLEDs had been selected
to fabricate and devices optimization had been done by using software simulation.

5.3.1

ETFOS Simulation

In OLED application, ITO normally used as an anode as well as light
outcoupling layer in bottom emission device, and sandwiched organic material
with metal cathode. If using sandwich structure replaces ITO, the outcoupling
layer of the OLED changed; the microcavity effect should be stronger due to light
trapped in between two metal layers. There are two ways to solve this problem;
one is changing the thickness of metal layer or material in sandwich structure to
adopt existing OLEDs structure which is designed for ITO. The other one is to
design a new device structure for sandwich structure by tuning cavity length of
device which is usually used in top-emission OLEDs. The latter method had been
chosen because the first method would change the electrical and optical properties
of IAI totally. Transmittance, reflectance, absorbance and emission spectra were
simulated. The cavity of the device and the emission intensity could be observed
form the relative transmittance and emission spectra respectively.
In the first setup, standard green emission OLED using NPB and Alq3 were
simulated to determine cavity effect of the device. Table 5.3.1 listed the detail of
the simulation. From Figure 5.3.1, the cavity of devices which used ITO and IAI
performed totally different. When IAI is used as anode, more blue light (400nm 460nm) could be coupled out and suppressed the other wavelength in visible light
region compare ITO. Outcoupling of ITO performs more equally distribution in
the visible light range. Figure 5.3.2 depicts the emission spectra of two OLEDs
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with different anodes. Unsurprisingly, the emission intensity of OLED using IAI
is half of the device using ITO. Since the emission wavelength of Alq3 is around
532nm which is within the suppression range of the cavity of this structure using
IAI anode.
After proven the existing of cavity in the current OLED structure for IAI
anode, a new device structure should be designed by tuning cavity length. Table
5.3.2 displayed the detail of the second setup of simulation. In this setup, the
cavity of OLED structure was investigated by adjusting the organic layer
thickness from 130nm to 280nm and fixing the distance between recombination
zone and metal cathode. These are two primary factors of microcavity effect in
device, so one should be fixed while changing the other.

Structure (nm)
Anode (nm)
Recombination Zone

Anode/NPB(70)/Alq3(60)/LiF(1)/Al(80)
1. ITO (90)
2. ITO(45)/Ag(8)/ITO(45)
Fixed at the interface between NPB and Alq3

Table 5.3.1 Simulation details of transmission of OLED using different Anodes
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Figure 5.3.1 Simulated transmission spectra of OLED using different Anodes
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Figure 5.3.2 Simulated emission spectra of OLED using different Anodes
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Structure (nm)

Anode/NPB(X)/Alq3(60)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

Anode (nm)

ITO(45)/Ag(8)/ITO(45)

Varying Parameter

Vary the thickness of NPB (X) from 70nm to 220nm

Recombination Zone

Fixed at the interface between NPB and Alq3

Table 5.3.2 Simulation details of transmission of OLED using IAI anode with
different cavity length
From Figure 5.3.3, the cavity of the device was changed when cavity length
was increased. In green light region, structure of 160nm NPB has the highest
outcoupling level. The emission intensity of the different structure are shown in
Figure 5.3.4 were corresponding to the order of outcoupling level at the 532nm
wavelength. There are slightly shift of the peak wavelength with respect to
different cavity length due to the microcavity effect.
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Figure 5.3.3 Simulated transmission spectra of OLED using IAI anode with
different cavity length
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Figure 5.3.4 Simulated emission spectra of OLED using IAI anode with different
cavity length
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Structure with 160nm thick NPB has the most uniform distribution of
outcoupling intensity through visible light region and the highest outcoupling at
green light range. After obtaining the optimum structure for IAI anode,
comparison was done to examine whether IAI could achieve same emission
intensity as single ITO anode. Figure 5.3.5 and Figure 5.3.6 depict the relative
transmittance and emission spectra of two different anodes at their optimum
structure respectively. Table 5.3.3 showed clearly the detail of simulation.

Structure (nm)

1. ITO(90)/NPB(70)/Alq3(60)/LiF(1)/Al(80)
2. ITO(45)/Ag(8)/ITO(45)/NPB(70)/Alq3(60)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

Recombination
Zone

Fixed at the interface between NPB and Alq3

Relative Transmittance

Table 5.3.3 Details of the OLED structure for comparison
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Figure 5.3.5 Simulated transmission spectra of OLED using different anode with
optimum structure
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Figure 5.3.6 Simulated emission spectra of OLED using different anode with
optimum structure

From Figure 5.12, the pattern of the cavity of two OLEDs using different
anodes are similar and have almost the same outcoupling level at green light
region. From the modeling, the emission intensity of two devices are exactly the
same, albeit device with IAI had slightly narrower FWHM of the spectrum. The
result shows that by using ETFOS software simulation, the microcavity effect of
the sandwich structure in device could be solved by manipulating the cavity
length of the OLED structure.
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5.3.2

OLEDs Fabrication

OLED devices were fabricated to verify the results of simulation. However,
there are some changes in organic materials between simulation and experiment.
Table 5.3.4 showed the structure and detail of the experiment. Since the mobility
of the material was neglected in the simulation, which would affect the location of
recombination zone, the emission intensity would change when recombination
zone located at different distance between it and metal cathode. In order to fix the
emission color same as simulation, green dopant material C545T was used and
followed with TPBi as ETL. TPBi does not emit light and has a very low LUMO
level which also serves as hole block layer. By using these materials, the
recombination zone is confined to the area same as simulation. Commercial ITO
was used as reference device.

Structure (nm)

Anode/NPB(X)/Alq3:C545T(10,3-4%)/TPBi(50)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

Anode (nm)

ITO(45)/Ag(8)/ITO(45)

Varying
Parameter

Changing the thickness of NPB (X) from 70nm to 160nm

Reference
Device

Commercial ITO/NPB(70)/Alq3:C545T(10,3-4%)
/TPBi(50)/LiF(1)/Al(80)

Table 5.3.4 Details and structures of the OLED fabrication experiment for
investigating the simulation results

All the results are shown from Figure 5.3.7 to Figure 5.3.11. From the
emission spectra, the experimental results agree well with the simulation. The
thickness of the NPB increased with increasing emission intensity, and the
intensity closed to reference device when NPB thickness is 160nm. No emission
peak shift showed in the normalized emission spectra graph. Beside the
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performance of emission, IAI also showed comparable performances to ITO in
current density, efficiency and yield when optimum structure was used. When the
device of IAI anode coated 70nm NPB which is same as the reference device, all
the performances are halved due to the microcavity effect in comparing to
reference. The microcavity effect is huge when using sandwich structure in device,
so optimum structure should be found by manipulating the cavity length of
device.
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Figure 5.3.7 Emission spectra of selected devices at 10mA current density
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Figure 5.3.8 Normalized emission spectra of selected devices at 10mA current
density
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Figure 5.3.9 Current density against voltage of selected devices
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Figure 5.3.10 Yield against current density of selected devices
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Figure 5.3.11 Efficency against current density of selected devices
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5.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, sandwich structure TCO was successfully demonstrated by

using sliver as interlayer. It showed lower electrical resistivity, comparable optical
performance and more robust on flexible substrate compare to ITO. By using this
structure, upper and bottom layer materials could be changed easily and therefore
can be application specific; while electrical and optical properties could be
maintained. The key of sandwich structure is using a chemically stable and highly
electrical conducting material as interlayer. When using IAI as anode in
application, microcavity effect should be taken into consideration due to different
refractive index and extinction coefficient compare to ITO. The problem could be
solved by manipulating the cavity length of device which demonstrated
successfully in simulation and experiment.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
To conclude, ITO targets which have different dopant ratio or density, had
been chosen to study the relation between target and properties of thin film.
Properties of ITO thin film were related to ITO targets composition such as
density and dopant ratio. However, properties of ITO thin film show stronger
dependant on sputtering condition than targets composition. The resistivity of film
is confined in certain region in a plot of mobility against carrier concentration
with same sputtering condition when target composition change. Creating more
oxygen vacancies in these thin films is more effective way to produce a low
resistivity film due to the domination of the oxygen vacancy in conductivity.
Besides creating oxygen vacancies in films to enhance conductivity,
transmittance of ITO can be enhanced by changing structure of thin film from
amorphous to crystalline through post-sputtering annealing process. The
enhancement is due to the reduction of scattering centers in film when
crystallization takes place. Moreover, the resistivity of ITO is not related to the
structure of film; it depends on the environmental condition of annealing. Oxygen
acts as oxidant; it will greatly fill up the oxygen vacancies in the thin film which
contribute extra electrons for conductivity. Hydrogen acts as effective reducing
agent; it will increase the oxygen vacancies in the thin film, so the conductivity of
ITO enhances.
In chapter 5, ITO with inserted a metal layer has been investigated. Lower
electrical resistivity could be achieved by this sandwich structure with comparable
optical performance and more robust on flexible substrate compare to ITO. By
using this structure, upper and bottom TCO layer could be changed depend on the
application while electrical and optical properties could be maintained. Metal
layer is the key of sandwich structure, chemical stable and highly electrical
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conducting material should be used. Sandwich structure with 8nm Ag has been
selected as the optimum structure.
For OLED application, when using IAI as anode, microcavity effect should
be taken into consideration due to different refractive index and extinction
coefficient compare to ITO. The problem could be solved by designing the cavity
length of device which demonstrated successfully in simulation and experiment.
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